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Abstract: Smartphones ar getting used for a large vary of 
activities as well as electronic communication, social networking, 
calendar and make contact with management furthermore as 
locationand context-aware applications. The ubiquityof hand-
held computing technology has been found to be particularly 
helpful in disaster management and relief operations [4]. Our 
focus is to modify developers to quickly deploy applications that 
benefit of key sources that ar basic for today’s networked voters, 
as well as Twitter feeds, Facebook posts, current news releases, 
and government knowledge. These applications will have the 
aptitude of empowering voters concerned in crisis things to 
contributevia crowdsourcing, and to speak upto-date data to 
others. we are going to leverage many technologies to develop this 
application framework, specifically (i) coupled knowledge 
principles for structured knowledge, (ii) existing knowledge 
sources and ontologies for disaster management, and (iii) App 
artificer, that could be a mobile application development 
framework for non-programmers. during this paper, we tend to 
describe our motivating use cases, our design,and our paradigm 
implementation. 
 
Key words: Smartphones, WeReport, App, GISRDF, SPARQL, 
GPS  

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Smartphones ar quickly changing into the first computing and 
communication platform for people’s daily tasks. With the 
increase of social networks, “netizens” ar currently snug with 
ofttimes change their social profiles with their current 
activities and/or locations. This new supply of knowledge, 
social signals frommicroblog platforms, has been found to be 
particularly helpful in disaster management and relief 
operations. for instance, throughout the Peking flash floods in 
Gregorian calendar month 2012, individuals took to Twitter to 
produce data concerning the flooded areas and collaboratively 
developed a live crisis map of the floods impact mistreatment 
Google Maps one. By desegregation crowdsourced data with 
Geographic data Systems (GIS) knowledge or different open 
datasets discharged by the government, some technical 
volunteers have developed helpful mobile applications for 
disaster reliefs. However, every organization typically has its 
own application that makes or consumes knowledge keep in 

standalone databases, or maybe worse, in spreadsheets. this 
suggests most of those applications ar inbuilt silos while not 
exploiting the potential of being “interlinked” with different 
knowledge collected from different organizations, or maybe 
the govt.. the dearth of experience and therefore the price for 
building mobile applications cause relief staff to show to 
additional manual steps for merging varied reports from 
volunteers. Consequently, the more and more unorganized and 
scattered data become noise within the system and might 
typically lag the choice creating method. we tend to envision a 
framework that allows non-technical application developers to 
quickly build and deploy applications that simply reprocess 
existing. Sources .Linked knowledge could be a set of style 
principles planned by the planet Wide net association (W3C) 
for mistreatment net technologies so as to support the 
distributed development of structured data specified it may be 
simply and mechanically combined. However, overwhelming 
and generating coupled knowledge is tough as recognized in 
[Scharffe et al., 2012], especiallyon mobile devices. this 
means that we'd like to additionally concentrate on reducing 
the barrier to the adoption of coupled knowledge technologies 
on smartphones. 
 
This paper describes our current work of extending the App 
Inventor3 platform with coupled knowledge technologies. App 
artificer is associate degree opensource app-building platform 
that enables users to drag-and-drop visual objects to form 
associate degree application which will run on the golem 
system. we tend to ar developing ”Linked knowledge” parts 
for App artificer that may enable app developers to simply 
build applications that explore and consume coupled 
knowledge knowledgesets furthermore as publish structured 
data on to remote coupled Data repositories. Our App artificer 
components can concentrate on embedding linguistics ideas 
directly into the method of mobile app-building whereas 
activity most of the operational details from novice 
developers, and (i) the mixing of structured data from 
microblog platforms, crowdsourced and existing open 
knowledge. 
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2. MOTIVATING EVENTUALITIES 
 
We describe 2 applications which will doubtless be employed 
by individuals throughout a crisis situation: (1) App Donate-
N-Request will be wont to match requests and donations 
throughout a disaster state of affairs, and (2) App WeReport 
are going to be wont to report scenes and information 
associated with the disaster. These apps can have the 
flexibility to be integrated with totally different public 
knowledgesets mistreatment coupled data. 
 
2.1 Donate-N-Request App 
This app is impressed by MatchApp4, wherever requests for 
resources ar met with the provision of these 
resources.Consider this resource match-making scenario: 
Alice lives in ny town. when cyclone Sandy hits, Alice desires 
to assist individuals in want. Bob has been stricken by the 
crisis. Both Bob, the requestor, and Alice, the donator, will 
place the donation and request for things among our app as 
shown. 
 
2.2 WeReport App 
On his thanks to the foodstuff, when a severe cyclone, Joe 
noticed  several components around his community ar in 
unhealthy conditions. 
For example, fallen trees ar obstruction the road and a few 
may be dangerous for the pedestrians. With our WeReportapp, 
he might take either an image or a video of the scene.He 
decides to require an image of the road, by adding a “tag” and 
a “description” to the image as shown in  
 

3. PARADIGM IMPLEMENTATION 
 

In order to implement the apps delineated  in Section two, and 
gather the mandatory knowledge things, we tend to explored 
the utilization of existing 
linked knowledge vocabularies and tied them into App 
artificer as illustrated in . 
 
3.1 coupled knowledge 
Disaster management activities such co-ordinating relief 
operations, fitting shelters, news structural damages, and 
overseeing volunteers generate plenty of knowledge. These 
got to be integrated and be practical with knowledge provided 
by varied organizations to be helpful in higher cognitive 
process processes throughout disasters. we tend to known 2 
vocabularies that ar helpfulin modeling such knowledge as 
coupled knowledge. they need variable degrees of support for 
a few of the disaster ideas, and that we used terms from each 
the vocabularies in our implementation. we tend to discuss 
some shortcomings of those ontologies in 
Section4.Humanitarian eXchange Language state of affairs 
associate degreed Response normal (HXL) HXL5 was 
developed through an initiative by the global organization 
diplomatist for Refugees (UNHCR) when inspecting a broad 
vary of systems in use with totally different humanitarian 
organizations. Information (who is collection the 

information,date/time the information was collected, etc), 
response (informationon the organization responding), and 
state of affairs (information associated with the 
emergency).Management Of A Crisis Vocabulary 
(MOAC)MOAC6 was created when the earthquake in Haiti in 
2010. 
Much of the main focus in developing this vocabulary was to 
mitigate the inconsistencies between collective knowledge and 
necessities of relief organizations. This was the primary 
coupled knowledge vocabulary that had the target of 
facilitating non-experts to produce knowledge in coupled 
knowledge formats through crowd sourcing mechanisms like 
Google cartographer, Open Street Map, 
Twitter and Ushahidi. MOAC defines 3 main sections that 
relate to relief agency standards. 
 
3.2 App artificer 
A user will drag associate degreed drop graphical objects on 
the interface editor (Figure 3(a)) to style an app or implement 
behaviors with blocks as shown in  App artificer additionally 
provides several high-level parts for mistreatment smartphone 
resources furthermore as communication with external net 
resources. for instance, it's parts for reading the GPS location 
device, taking photos with the camera, receiving SMS texts, 
and causation Twitter messages.By activity most of the 
technical details, App artificer offers its users the advantages 
to concentrate on coming up with app behaviors 
rather than lower-level debugging. However, App artificer 
presently has very little support for desegregation application 
knowledge with backend datastores, for instance, to save lots 
of application knowledge as coupled knowledge or integrate 
with different coupled knowledge resources. 
 
3.3 coupled knowledge Extension of App artificer 
In order to modify developers mistreatment the App artificer 
platform to act with coupled knowledge sources, we offer 
associate degree extended version of App artificer with extra 
parts and interface components battery-powered by a changed 
version of the Battle of Jena framework [1]. during this section 
we tend to define however we tend to expose coupled 
knowledge ideas to application developers within the App 
artificer the new parts which will be employed by developers 
to consume and generate coupled knowledge.Exploring 
coupled knowledge One challenge of mistreatment coupled 
knowledge is finding details of anontology that describes a 
dataset. App developers mustn't be burdened with knowing all 
the main points of associate degree metaphysics. Forexample, 
once building a crisis response app, a developer might begin 
with a general construct like Shelter and let the system offer 
additional relevant data. Our extension provides associate 
degree autocompletion capability within the designer interface 
to help developers in choosing the suitable metaphysics term 
we offer a service among the App artificer that hundreds 
ontologies, indexes labels for categories and properties, and 
answers queries to support this auto completion appliance. 
overwhelming coupled knowledge with linguistics net element 
The linguistics net element converts linguistics forms into 
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RDF graphs, executes and method results of SPARQL queries, 
and saves and hundreds the content of ontologies. for instance, 
the app developer will execute a SPARQL question to fetch 
data concerning near  shelters supported the user’s current 
GPS location and show the results on a map. 
 
Publishing coupled knowledge with linguistics kind The 
linguistics kind could be a layout element which will be 
employed by developers to spot a set of fields that ought to be 
applied to a specific metaphysics construct. Forms can even 
assign associate degree autogenerated subject URI supported 
one or additional fields to form new coupled knowledge 
instances. for instance, a developer will have 2 textfields for 
the name and therefore the description of a shelter. linguistics 
kind can mechanically generate Linked knowledge triples if 
those fields ar labelled with metaphysics terms just like the 
properties shelterName and shelterDescription from the 
MOAC metaphysics. four Discussion Typical varieties of 
knowledge gathered and consumed throughout disaster things 
includes: (1) knowledge describing response and resource 
characteristics (locations of individuals in evacuation zones, 
shelter locations); (2) knowledge on the scope and rising 
effects (how many folks ar stricken by for e.g. a cyclone, what 
populations ar affected supported the new projected path of 
the hurricane); (3) knowledge on the outages of a disaster 
response and missing things to match with the relief capacity 
(how several shelters ar in want of food rations, what 
proportion do they have, what proportion is in transit, etc); (4) 
knowledge to guide the recovery and construction efforts 
because the crisis nears the tip (status of homes in hand by 
shelter inhabitants). though the prevailing disaster 
management vocabularies have support for several disaster 
management eventualities delineated  higher than, we tend to 
known some shortcomings in them. for example, they do not 
have comprehensive support for in-kind donations. HXL 
defines body units which will settle for the donations, and 
therefore the affected populations that might receivethose 
donations. but there's no support to specify what the donation 
is, i.e. whether or not it's cash, clothes, food, etc, furthermore 
as United Nations agency is donating it and different supply 
associated with the donation. Similarly, someone is news 
structural harm to a bridge which may be poignant a 
population, there's no thanks to link the bridge knowledge to 
MOAC and/or HXL. to deal with these shortcomings we tend 
to ar within the method of formulating a vocabulary that may 
tie in these disaster vocabularies with different connected 
coupled knowledge vocabularies, e.g. Geonames, 
Semantically Interlinked on-line Communities (SIOC)7, etc. 
Geonames may be wont to model geo-location data, and 
therefore the connected population data. SIOC may be wont to 
tie in data on the market in microblog posts from tweets and 
Facebook posts when a disaster like zones that people got to 
evacuate from, new developments in an exceedingly disaster 
(e.g. the potential observation of a looting), donation pledges 
along side requests for donations, etc. With the proliferation of 
coupled datasets, developers mistreatment App artificer might 
want to use these knowledge directly via App artificer parts 

while not having to write down SPARQL queries themselves. 
so as to facilitate this feature, we tend to ar within the method 
of developing “data wrapper” parts. These parts have inbuilt 
SPARQL queries to access ofttimes accessed knowledge, with 
extended practicality to plugin custom SPARQL queries to 
urge at additional specific knowledge things. With this 
practicality, we tend to hope to not muddle the App artificer 
element interface with knowledge things that a majority of app 
artificer developers might not use whereas providing the 
flexibleness to retrieve any reasonably knowledge the 
developer wishes. As associate degree example, take into 
account a knowledge wrapper element for the NYC 
demographics statistics datasets8. This dataset includes all 
the population statistics like variety of males and females 
furthermore as variety of individuals supported their ethnic 
categorization Using coupled knowledge among a mobile 
setting has well-tried helpful and difficult in different analysis. 
[3]propose a general framework so as to introduce coupled 
knowledge sources as device content within the golem 
platform; [2]consume designated knowledge sources and build 
new social link between individuals within the author’s 
university;[5]utilize government knowledge to support 
touristry among the author’s town. but all told these 
approaches the appliance is domain specific and can't be 
extended to be used with totally different knowledge sources. 
Extending the App artificer framework with coupled 
knowledge can enable developers to be ready to reprocess on 
the market coupled knowledge sources and to tailor and 
extend apps to a spread of eventualities. 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper we've incontestable  the effective use of coupled 
knowledge among mobile applications with a special 
concentrate on disaster management. As organizations still 
expose their knowledge as coupled Open knowledge, our 
platform are going to be ready to facilitate developers 
mistreatment the coupled knowledge App artificer platform to 
come back up with helpful applications quickly and while not 
abundant effort to assist those in want throughout disasters. 
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